BELL'S COLONIAL LIPRARY
THE GREEN  PARROT
By BERNARD  CAPES
Author of " A Castle in Spain," etc.
" A vivid and interesting story. Well drawn and strongly contrasted
characters, good conversation, and some exciting episodes are to be found in
these pages,"—Daily Telegraph.
11 The Green Parrot has a daintiness and charm, half of modern life and half
of fairyland, ... the book haa distinction, both of thought and style, to
recommend it."—Evening Standard.
" The Green Parrot is still another example of the engaging inventiveness of
the writer, who is, perhaps, the most original of modern champions of romance."
—Manchester Courier,
BY   FAITH   ALONE
By   RENE   BAZIN
Author of "Redemption," "The Nun," etc.
11 It is a notable book. In its secular aspect it is a very graphic picture of
rural life in France. . . . All the description is worth studying. . . . But the
finest thing in the book is the spiritual history of Gilbert Cloquet."—
The Spectator.
"It is a book of fine temper, inspired by a real desire to understand the
aims and desires of the new generation struggling with harsh modern industrial
co&ditlons."—Manchester Guardian*
" The picturesqueness of pastoral life in France lends itself to Mr. Bazin's
delicate descriptive faculty, inferior only to that deep penetration of human
nature which takes the reader right into the hearts of those who people his
vivid canvas."—The Scotsman.
" The author writes with great power, . . . By Faith Alone is a novel with
a purpose^ and appeals to those who think."—Pall Mall Gazette.
,*' The charm of the book is a very subtle and spiritual one, somewhat elusive
;of analysis, yet potent to influence the reader's mind after the volume is closed."
^The Outlook,
CLODS   AND   CLOVER
By SIDNEY HERBERT  BURCHEIX
*	Author of "My Lady of the Bass," etc.
" Cfod* and Clover has ability and some sympathetic power, and we fraiiklv ,
e fh« little sacrificing heroine.'3—Morning Post. V
", flKae book is altogether eminently readable, and well maintains the authors
d'*—Liverpool Daily Courier *	<
farmer, a clever drafting of whom faces the title page to this ve#y
country story, is the chief personage* , , . His ihrewd amd^him^fel ;
$#ias add a I flavour as of fragrant herbs to the story, the ^tm£pfc^\fc£;;'
;£a as dein ae elpds and as pleasant as clover/'— Westwmstefr &me$e.    ^ !|!
lfog love tale JfronvBtert to finish, with much remarkable ol^iunic
in the scenes.',. '. . This is a1 r^ov'el of unusual'eau^^ceiVrf
1	'       '	''

